Dane Cagers Down Pratt, 84-67, For First Victory Of Campaign

By James Musill

Albany State's basketball team won their first game of the season as they overpowered the Pratt Institute five, 84-67 on Saturday, December 3 at the Hudson Valley Community College. The Great Danes, bringing their record to 1-1 Valley Community College Slam Dunk Tournament, 84-73, were led by guard Rich Joff, who scored a game high of 18 points, and reserve Marty O'Donnell, who added 15 markers.
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NOTICE

The Young Republicans Club of the

SUNY at Albany announces the fol­

lowing organizations

have been scheduled for pictures.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9

1:25 p.m. - Christian Science - Corner Humanities

1:00 p.m. - sonstig - Logos Populari! - Humanities

4:30 p.m. - R.K.O. Cleaners - 7:30 and 9:30

First Choice

Of The Engageables

And, for good reasons... like smart styling to enhance the center diamond... guaranteed peace of mind... a brilliant gem of fine color and precise round cut. The name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime ade-

Address your personal Keepsake at your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."
Radio Station Programming Purposes Include Entertainment, Education

The purpose of WSUA programming is to provide entertainment, according to Lou Strong, general manager of the university radio station. Dr. Strong is one of the original producers of WSUA and the second to serve in that position here at the university. Although entertainment can come from anywhere in the world, only a few are designed solely for education. "The Top 40 Rock Hits," a weekly show, is Lou Strong's "Jazz Anthology." Lectures are also broadcasted.

The programming of WSUA also plays a role in improving community relations. The station has become affiliated with ABC, and so there are two large tape decks in control room C. The station can play records for "easy listening" music and for rock and roll played by the station.

The engineering department provides flexibility. The university radio station will conduct a survey of the audience to determine its interests. The survey will help determine which shows and educational programs will be presented on the WSUA network.

In 1949 Radio Council became the first group at the university to try to provide advertising income to the radio station. The administration believed in the educational value of the extra long day at 7 a.m. with a morning show that is more educational to the typical university student, with the station playing more albums than any other group.

When questioned on how WSUA feeds the dorms, Duane White, the manager from the dorms, said that WSUA is smaller than the pre-1960 dorms in the Academic Podium, but has some of the same problems. The station will be available on telephone lines (radio signals) to the dorms on the old campus by using handsets, unlike the Dutch Quad's which were purchased.

Records, Records, Records are the main topic of conversations between station managers, Rich Stevens and Wayne Fuller.

Job of Manager Demanding According to James Grinnelle

James (J.G.) Grinnelle describes the manager's job as demanding. He finds being general manager of WSUA a Lob Of Manager Demanding. He has been general manager of WSUA since he took over the position from Bill Alexander last June. The position is awarded to a person with a general back­ground in radio management. He as yet hasn't gone beyond the idea stage and will continue for several weeks.

The survey will include such questions as: "What Is your favorite DJ?" "What is your favorite program?" "What is your favorite show?" "What is your favorite song?" "What is your favorite album?" The survey will begin on Monday and will continue for two weeks. These questions are intended to determine the interests of the students.

Records, Records, Records are the main topic of conversations between station managers, Rich Stevens and Wayne Fuller.

JOHN FLEITHAN wears the typical uniform of a WSUA broadcast engineer, a head set.

RICH STEVENS, program director, glances over a stack of records to make a selection.

JAMES GRINNELL, usually spends 40 hours a week as general manager of the station.

WAYNE FULLER builds an intricate pole between lecture sessions and the station.
Birth Control

Junket night in Lecture Room 3 of the Library, Pat Camana will deliver the "Birth Control" program. Those who attend this lecture will hopefully be given an "in-depth" look at North Carolina's birth control and its quite obvious a good deal of planning as has gone into this event.

The presentation is backed by the fact that Pat Camana is the national secretary of Planned Parenthood Association, representatives of various faiths, the University Information, and the Counseling Service. We are assured of a lively, informative program with several slides of the facts to make comprehensive material easily understandable.

We feel birth control is a subject in which everyone has an obligation to become educated. In a society in which all of us are increasingly exposed to birth control, it is now more necessary that we learn something of the process and methods of birth control.

A little knowledge can be a dangerous thing, and it is unfortunate that most of us have never taken the time to become informed, and are left to our own resources. We are fortunate to have the opportunity to absorb some of the principles of family planning and methods of birth control.

Of course, once we have gain the technique of birth control, it is up to individuals to use it as they see fit.

Under the Counter Intelligence

By Dorothy Roethel

The Public Safety and Security Services of the University have recently announced to the students that there will be a counter intelligence program available to any student who feels that there might be a few non-Catholics on campus.

The program is designed to give students an accurate and authoritative view of the Catholic church and its activities.

An Appeal to the Editors

By Robert L. Miller

The Editors

To the Editors:

It is with great satisfaction that the editors of the University of Albany Student Press are able to present a selection of articles from the latest issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association.

The Journal, which is published monthly by the American Medical Association, is a respected and authoritative publication in the field of medicine.

In choosing these articles for presentation, we have selected those that we believe will be of greatest interest to our readers.

We hope that you will find the selection informative and useful.

Yours truly,

The Editors.
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A Ray of Sports

by Dave Cannel

Tonight's game at Hudson Valley's Danes show off their talents for the University of Buffalo. Traditionally, UB has handled our area teams with a minimum of effort, and who shouldn't UB? UB is a school of twice our population and twice our budget, while the financial allotment is not longer here, the athletic ability still stands.

This year's players were as strong as we thought they would be. It's hard to say when our teams will take it easy, but the Danes have a winning record and a set for a title in the Sweet Sixteen. The Danes are on a roll and their personal efforts against the Bulls have given them four times in the last two years and were the only team to really give them a good game. Dane guard Jack Sinnott will share the guard positions while Ken Drake will face the perimeter players.
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Naumowitz, a returning all star, and our cage squads with a minimum of effort, and why 'i transfer from Hudson Valley, John
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